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Omega upgrades to dtSearch® for integrated financial and
practice management software suite
Targeted towards mid-to-large law firms, Omega sought
state-of-the-art scalability in a search engine
PHOENIX, AZ and BETHESDA, MARYLAND (July 7, 2009). Omega Legal Systems provides
mid-to-large size law firms an integrated financial and practice management software suite that,
since 1975, has set the standard for return on investment, system performance and client
service. The Smart Choice for Text Retrieval® since 1991, dtSearch specializes in enterprise and
developer text retrieval software. Together, the two companies announce that Omega LegalVX
now embeds the dtSearch Engine for maximum scalability across even the largest volumes of
data.
Omega LegalVX. Using Omega LegalVX, firms can instantly access financial data and efficiently
manage time, billing, accounting and business intelligence to streamline workflow, improve cash
flow, increase productivity and boost profitability – all with only a few clicks. Features include
streamlined reporting processes and capabilities, paperless office, enhanced collections, and
easy marketing. Omega LegalVX can even analyze influences affecting firm performance, and
allow the firm to learn from its most profitable practice areas.
“Software for law office practice management should work the way you do, minimizing steps and
streamlining workflow,” explains Don Gall, Omega’s President and Founder. “It must be reliable
and not require extensive IT support or lots of hardware and servers. Additionally, it should retain
as much detailed historical data as you want to support strategic decision making. That’s what
Omega LegalVX brings to your desktop.”
dtSearch Engine now embedded. For enhanced searching within Omega LegalVX, the
company switched to the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET. “When our existing search engine
started having problems due to content volume, we started evaluating replacements,” explains
Ankur Jethi, Omega’s Lead Developer. “Integrating dtSearch with our client-server application
was a snap. Within a few days, we had a fully functional solution that provides our clients a richer
feature set and improved stability.”
dtSearch products can index over a terabyte of data in a single index – as well as create and
instantly search an unlimited number of indexes. The software offers over two dozen search
options, including Unicode support covering hundreds of international languages. Proprietary file
format support highlights hits in all popular file types. A built-in Spider supports searching of local
and remote, public and secure, dynamic and static web data, with WYSIWYG hit-highlighted
displays. The dtSearch Engine API supports .NET, Java, C++, SQL, etc., including native 64-bit
Windows/Linux support.

“We are very pleased to be working with Omega Legal Systems,” comments Kate Tretter, Vice
President of Marketing, dtSearch Corp. “Omega LegalVX now sets the standard in scalable
practice management for any size legal practice.”
About Omega Legal Systems
Omega is a privately held Phoenix-based company that provides mid-to-large size law firms an
integrated financial and practice management software suite that sets the standard for return on
investment, system performance and service. Since 1975, Omega has been solving critical
business issues for law firms, improving their profitability, productivity and efficiency. For more
information, visit www.OmegaLegal.com or call 1-800-356-1339.
About dtSearch
dtSearch offers 18 years of experience in text search. The dtSearch product line includes
enterprise and developer text search products, meeting some of the largest-capacity text retrieval
needs in the world. dtSearch products have received hundreds of excellent press reviews and
case studies. (Please see www.dtsearch.com for these.) The company has distributors
worldwide, including coverage on six continents. For more information, please visit
www.dtsearch.com or call 1-800-IT-FINDS.

